
STORIES TO WRITE A STORY ABOUT

Writing good stories can be hard! In this article, learn ten secrets about how to write a story, and more importantly, how
to write a story that's good.

At a Chinese restaurant, your character opens his fortune cookie and reads the following message: "Your life
is in danger. Think of a big problem that one of your friends had to face. What are your best tips on how to
write a story? Your character suspects her husband is having an affair and decides to spy on him. Then, the
story reaches a climactic turning point. Click Here to Save Your Spot 2 â€” Download some writing prompts
Not everyone can come up with a story idea off the top of their head. Get our top short story ideas here. But
then she worries he only loves her for her looks But tell us how the copier jammed and you heroically saved
the day with some duct tape and a paper clip? We love writing contests here at The Write Practice. That's how
he discovers that his teenage son has a small marijuana plantation behind the garage. What is a Short Story?
What makes sense after reading the short story? A character living in poverty comes into an unexpected
fortune. In another story, they meet on a bus and her broach gets stuck on his coat. Learn More Jot things
down. Eliminate scenes that merely get your characters from one place to another. A shoplifting dare turns
into a case of mistaken identity, and next thing she knows, college junior Amanda is on trial for murder. In
order to do this, think about what you want people to walk away from your story feeling. Your character is
trying to get rid of him just as storm warning sirens go off. His behavior makes your character see her husband
in a new way Write a story where this habit gets your character into trouble. The theme will inspire a new
creation, the deadlines will keep you accountable, and the prizes will encourage you to submitâ€”and maybe
win! Can he fight the power of a medically induced coma? It begins with an event that sets the wheels in
motion. The human mind is drawn to stories. Then her new husband their father disappears suddenly, leaving
only a short good-bye note Note: To do this well, you need to carefully restrict the flow of information to the
reader. Use the Classic Story Structure Once your title has pulled the reader in, how do you hold his interest?
Humor Substitute teachers are sick of not being taken seriously, so they form a secret society: Subperior. Have
fun! Showing versus telling readers need you to show more! Your character decides to accept the audition
anyway and look for a solution Any of these ideas can be used either humorously or dramatically Where did
this power come from, and what can he do with it? Write Better Books. What are the first things that come to
mind for you? But when she gets home, she realizes there are someone's ashes in it


